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EQUITIES

UNITED STATES UNITED STATES UNITED STATES UNITED STATES — US stocks climbed as investors assessed 

the latest numbers on Q4 growth and consumer spending, while 

two policy makers said the Federal Reserve may have to raise 

rates more than currently forecast.

HK/CHINAHK/CHINAHK/CHINAHK/CHINA —China stocks continued its fourth day of decline, 

with continued concerns over investors’ liquidity. SHCOMP fell 

1.0% to close 3,210. Coal plays bucked the trend on M&A 

speculation after news over the potential Shenhua-Datang

merger. Hong Kong stocks fell with HSI declining 0.4% yesterday 

to close 24,301, weighed down by bearish sentiment in China. 

China market will be closed next Monday and Tuesday for Ching 

Ming Festival.

EUROPEEUROPEEUROPEEUROPE — European stocks rose, extending their longest 

winning streak in two weeks, as miners and energy producers 

climbed. 

FOREX
The dollar rose to a two-week
high on Thursday as a
combination of technical
trading and strong U.S.
economic data and potential
weakness in the euro zone
weighed down the continental
currency.
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This document may refer to structured products which involvederivatives. Do not invest in any structured products and/or derivativesunless you fully understand and are willing to assumethe risks associated with such products. Prior toentering into a transactionor investing in any
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• US jobless claim for the week ending March 25 came in at 258k, lower by 3k mom but worse than expected by 11k.

The claim data has been on the up for the past 2 weeks. The trend seems to suggest labour market has cooled off

slightly lately. There was also a large increase in continuing claims which rose by 65k to 2.052m for the week ending

March 18. This increase undid much of the large decline in continuing claims reported over the prior two weeks.

• Germany CPI in March rose a weaker than expected 1.6% yoy, down from 2.2% a month ago. The details showed the

disappointment came largely from services price inflation, which was down from 1.3% growth to 0.7%. With

Germany price inflation slow down in this prelim print, the Eurozone CPI for the period is also likely to grow slower

than originally expected.

• Crude oil rebounded to above US$50 per barrel overnight after Kuwait gave its backing for an extension of OPEC

production cuts in an attempt to reduce global oversupply. Such rebounded in price was in place after a period of

three weeks when the market saw higher-than-expected inventory figures. Libya production dropped earlier this

week due to armed protesters blocking western oilfields and that supported the rebound in price of crude too. The

CIA Network continue to see crude to range US$50-60 per barrel in 2017.

HIGHLIGHTS

FIXED INCOME
Better than expected economic 

data released last night helped 

boost risk assets and oil prices 

alongside higher US Treasury 

yields. 10Y yield rose 3.5 bp to 

2.41% while 30Y yield rose 4.1 

bp to 3.02%. 

Asian IG markets closed broadly 

unchanged on balanced two-

way flows but overall 

sentiments were lifted by the 

new issues. 

It was a strong session in Asian 

HY markets with beta bonds 

pushed incrementally higher 

again. This increases the 

chances of refi at lower costs for 

some higher beta bonds.

Source: Bloomberg
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HIGH GRADE CASH: Asian IG markets closed broadly unchanged on
balanced two-way flows but overall sentiments were lifted by the new
issues. CKHH and Tewoo came out with new 5Y/10Y and 3Y/5Y USD
bonds respectively. SBIIN priced US$500mn 3Y FRN issue at
3m$L+95bps, tighter than initial guidance of 110bps with orderbooks
in excess of US$1.1bn. We reiterate our buy calls on the new SBIIN’20s
and the new CKHH ‘22s and ‘27s bonds. In the secondary markets,
LIFUNG 5.25 perp was down 1pt post earnings results. Recent ICBCIL
closed a couple of bps tighter on continued demand. There were mixed
interest in CCAMCL’27 while the belly of the HRAM curve was well-bid.

HIGH YIELD CASH: It was a strong session in Asian HY markets with
beta bonds pushed incrementally higher again. This increases the
chances of refi at lower costs for some higher beta bonds. INDYIJ and
GJTLIJ bonds were higher by 1-2.5pts while DOIDIJ’22s closed 0.5pt
higher in anticipation of new INDYIJ supply. Indian HY papers like
GRENKO and NERGEN also traded up while VEDLN was 0.25pt up.
Recent issues such as SRIRJK and NOBLSP continued to lag peers,
closing unchanged yesterday. Elsewhere, quasi-sovereigns
outperformed with PERTIJ long-dated bonds, PGASIJ and PLBIIJ seeing
demand. Indonesia Eximbank printed a US$500mn 7Y at 3.9% vs IPT of
4.2% on the back of US$4.75bn books. Long-end of INDON sovereign
bonds also outperformed PHILIP bonds with the latter’s cash prices
unchanged at current tight levels.

Source: Bloomberg BNPP Wealth Management Source: Bloomberg BNPP Wealth Management

Ideas of the day :
Cash Bond Focus : CK Hutchinson 2.85% 2022

CK Hutchinson 3.55% 2027
State Bank of India FRN 2020
Indonesia Eximbank 3.9% 2024
Rabobank 4.1% 2029 callable 2024

Structured Product Focus :
1) BNPP Arb USD 5Y USD CFF on Hong Kong Land 

Floor: 3.10% Cap: 6.00% 
2) BNPP Arb USD 5Y NC1 CMS Steepener

Y1: 4.00 %  Y2-5: 5x (10Y – 2Y CMS)

• Floating Rate CLNs
• CAP-FLOOR Floating CLNs
• CMS fixed coupon notes (for roll-over of expiring ones)

US & EUR YIELD CURVESUS & EUR YIELD CURVESUS & EUR YIELD CURVESUS & EUR YIELD CURVES JPM ASIAN HY & JPM EMBI+ SOV (SPREAD)

Government: Better than expected economic data released last night
helped boost risk assets and oil prices alongside higher US Treasury yields.
Economic data showed that the US economy slowed at a slower rate than
expected in Q4 while consumer spending for Q4 was revised to a higher
reading. 10Y US treasury yields rose 3.5 bps to 2.41% while long end
Treasury yields rose 4.1 bps to 3.02%.

On Fed Speak, Cleaveland’s Federal Reserve President Loretta Mester said
that the US Economy was on solid footing and that any weakness in Q1 this
year was merely a bump in the road. She further added, “While growth in
the first quarter may come in on the weak side, I think this largely reflects
transitory factors and residual seasonality in the data”. She also indicated
that she believes that the forecast for 2017 GDP growth to be above 2% and
that the conditions for a sustained growth in the economy are in place.
Also on tape was San Francisco’s Federal Reserve President John Williams,
who said that the dot path for this year would be largely data dependent
and that “three rate hikes overall for this year seems to be about right” but
“maybe four rate hikes this year, depending on the economic data”.

Over in European markets, the final reading for consumer confidence in Mar
remains unchanged at -5.0% while Services confidence and Industrial
confidence reading for March contracted respectively. Germany’s prelim
March CPI figures showed a decline to 0.2% Month-on-Month, vs Mkt est. of

0.4% and a prior reading of 0.6% in Feb. Spain’s prelim CPI
reading for March registered declined to 2.3% Year-on-Year vs
Mkt est. 2.6% and a prior reading of 3.0%. 10Y German Bund
yields fell by 1.1bps to 0.328% while 10Y French Benchmark
rates rose 1.1bps to 0.93%

Economic Data: US GDP in Q4 expanded at a 2.1% annualized
rate, vs mkt est. 2.0% and personal consumption in the same
period surged to 3.5% beating Mkt est. of 3.0%. Employment data
came in stronger than expected, with Initial jobless claims
coming in at 258k vs Mkt est. 247k and continuing claims
coming in at 2052k vs Mkt est. 2031k.

Product Opportunities (Collecting orders for New Launch)  Product Opportunities (Collecting orders for New Launch)  Product Opportunities (Collecting orders for New Launch)  Product Opportunities (Collecting orders for New Launch)  
• 1)1)1)1) BNPP BNPP BNPP BNPP ArbArbArbArb USD 5Y USD CFF USD 5Y USD CFF USD 5Y USD CFF USD 5Y USD CFF onononon Hong Kong Hong Kong Hong Kong Hong Kong LandLandLandLand
• FloorFloorFloorFloor: 3.10% : 3.10% : 3.10% : 3.10% CapCapCapCap: 6.00% : 6.00% : 6.00% : 6.00% 

2)2)2)2) BNPP Arb USD 5Y NC1 CMS Steepener
Y1: 4.00%  Y2-5: 5x (10Y – 2Y CMS)

• Product Opportunities ( Collecting Orders For New Launch ) Product Opportunities ( Collecting Orders For New Launch ) Product Opportunities ( Collecting Orders For New Launch ) Product Opportunities ( Collecting Orders For New Launch ) 
• CLN Opportunities : 1) Bank Of China, 2) Hong Kong Land CLN Opportunities : 1) Bank Of China, 2) Hong Kong Land CLN Opportunities : 1) Bank Of China, 2) Hong Kong Land CLN Opportunities : 1) Bank Of China, 2) Hong Kong Land 

Limited, Limited, Limited, Limited, 3) CNOOC, 4) Republic Of Indonesia, 5) State 3) CNOOC, 4) Republic Of Indonesia, 5) State 3) CNOOC, 4) Republic Of Indonesia, 5) State 3) CNOOC, 4) Republic Of Indonesia, 5) State 
Bank Of IndiaBank Of IndiaBank Of IndiaBank Of India

Source: Bloomberg BNPP Wealth Management

MACRO INDICATORS  OVERNIGHT

GDP Annualized Q-o-Q (Q4) 2.1% vs 2.0% (Mkt est.)

Initial jobless Claims (Mar 25) 258k vs 247k (Prior)

Continuing claims (Mar 18) 2052k vs 2031k (Prior)

Source: Bloomberg BNPP Wealth Management



FOREX
• The dollar rose to a two-week high on technical 

trading and strong U.S. economic data. Potential 
weakness in the euro zone weighed down the euro. 

COMMENTS COLOR
EURUSD — The pair is rushing down in a

hurry. The initial impulse appears incomplete.

Further decline in the near term towards 1.06

likely.

USDJPY— The clearance of 111.50 resistance

set the sight on the next area at 112.17-

113.45.

GBPUSD — Corrected up to the exact point of

the 0.618 Fibonacci retracement mark. Look

for the pair to turn lower in a dynamic

fashion.

USDCAD— Stuck in a 100 plus points

consolidation range. It is likely to stay within

range with a slight upside bias.

AUDUSD— Current pullback is likely

corrective and supported between 0.7622-

0.7644. The rally should resume once the

correction completes.

XAUUSD— The current setback appears

corrective. It should find support around

1220-1235.

• The dollar rose to a two-week high on Thursday as a combination 
of technical trading and strong U.S. economic data and potential 
weakness in the euro zone weighed down the continental 
currency. 

• Analysts said the euro's fall against the dollar below a technically 
important level around $1.07 triggered orders by traders to sell. 
The euro fell to $1.0674, its lowest level since March 15. 

• The euro was already trading lower thanks to data released 
earlier in the day that showed German and Spanish consumer 
inflation slowed more sharply than expected in March, prompting 
worries that sluggish growth in the euro zone could persist. 

• In the United States, gross domestic product grew faster than 
previously reported in the fourth quarter of last year thanks to 
robust consumer spending, the Commerce Department said. 

• The data had investors ready to buy the dollar and sell the euro, 
and the break in the euro's price gave them a reason to do so, 
analysts said..

TECHNICAL VIEW LONG-TERM FORECASTS

Source: Data Stream, BNPP Wealth Management (updated on 06 Mar 17) 

MACRO INDICATORS

TODAY'S FOCUSRO INDICATORS

CCYS PAIRS LOW / HIGH KEY SUPPORTS KEY RESISTANCES 3M 12M

EURUSD 1.0672 / 1.0772 1.0350, 1.0000 1.0970, 1.1300 1.0400 1.0000

USDJPY 110.94 / 111.94 110.11, 105.50 120.00, 125.00 116.00 122.00

USDCHF 0.9950 / 1.0016 0.9540, 0.9440 1.0343, 1.0700 1.0400 1.1200

GBPUSD 1.2403 / 1.2526 1.2082, 1.1491 1.2800, 1.3000 1.2400 1.2500

USDCAD 1.3278 / 1.3352 1.2828, 1.2450 1.3580, 1.3800 1.3500 1.3700

AUDUSD 0.7639 / 0.7679 0.7175, 0.6830 0.7850, 0.8165 0.7400 0.7200

NZDUSD 0.6991 / 0.7045 0.6675, 0.6450 0.7800, 0.8165 0.7100 0.7100

MACRO INDICATORS

DE Retail Sales 14:00

DE Unemployment 16:00

GB GDP Final 16:30

EZ Inflation Flash 17:00

US Personal Income 20:30

CA GDP 20:30

US Chicago PMI 21:45

US U Mich Sentiment 22:00
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COMPANY NEWS

INDEX CHANGES (%) & DOW JONES MOVERS (%)

TODAY'S FOCUSRO INDICATORS
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Personal income & spending, Chicago PMI, University of 
Michigan sentiment

EARNINGS ANNOUCEMENT

n/a

Source: Bloomberg, BNPP Wealth Management

U.S. EQUITIES
US stocks climbed as investors assessed the latest

numbers on Q4 growth and consumer spending, while

two policy makers said the Federal Reserve may have to

raise rates more than currently forecast.

US economy grew at 2.1% pace in Q4, revised from

1.9%.

DOW JONES INDUSTRIAL avg. (1-YR CHART)

Source: Bloomberg, BNP Paribas

Index % Chg YTD %

DOW JONES INDUS. AVG 20,728.49 0.3% 4.9%

S&P 500 INDEX 2,368.06 0.3% 5.8%

NASDAQ COMPOSITE INDEX 5,914.34 0.3% 9.9%

Worst performers

EXXON MOBIL CORP 2.0% -1.1%

AMERICAN EXPRESS 1.2% -0.4%

GOLDMAN SACHS GP 1.2% -0.3%

WAL-MART STORES 1.2% -0.3%

UNITEDHEALTH GRP 0.9% -0.3%

DU PONT (EI)

CHEVRON CORP

As of Mar, 30

NIKE INC -CL B

PROCTER & GAMBLE

MERCK & CO

Best performers
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• McDonald’sMcDonald’sMcDonald’sMcDonald’s (MCD(MCD(MCD(MCD US,US,US,US, Hold,Hold,Hold,Hold, TPTPTPTP $$$$136136136136)))) rose 0.4% to
$129.32. McDonald’s Corp. will begin offering quarter-
pound burgers with fresh beef at the majority of its US
restaurants next year, breaking with decades of frozen-
patty tradition in a bid to improve food quality. The move
follows a test in 325 locations in Texas and Oklahoma,
where the feedback was “overwhelmingly positive,” the
company said on Thursday. When the nationwide plan is
rolled out by mid-2018, the fresh-beef burgers will be
cooked when they’re ordered, McDonald’s said.
ConsensusConsensusConsensusConsensus:::: 15151515 Buys,Buys,Buys,Buys, 18181818 Holds,Holds,Holds,Holds, 1111 Sell,Sell,Sell,Sell, averageaverageaverageaverage TPTPTPTP
$$$$133133133133....50505050 ....

• BerkshireBerkshireBerkshireBerkshire HathawayHathawayHathawayHathaway----BBBB (BRK/B(BRK/B(BRK/B(BRK/B US,US,US,US, Hold,Hold,Hold,Hold, TPTPTPTP $$$$170170170170))))
added 0.5% to $167.36. The energy unit at Warren
Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway Inc. intends to spend
$4.67bn this year on capital investment, an increase of
41% from its previous projection. In the three years
through 2019, the company will spend about $13.6bn,
more than $4bn above the earlier target, led by investing
in wind and solar projects, BHE said Thursday in a
regulatory filing. ConsensusConsensusConsensusConsensus:::: 2222 Buys,Buys,Buys,Buys, 2222 Holds,Holds,Holds,Holds, 0000 Sell,Sell,Sell,Sell,
averageaverageaverageaverage TPTPTPTP $$$$194194194194....50505050....

• VerizonVerizonVerizonVerizon CommunicationsCommunicationsCommunicationsCommunications IncIncIncInc.... (VZ(VZ(VZ(VZ US,US,US,US, Hold,Hold,Hold,Hold, TPTPTPTP $$$$50505050)))) slid
0.1% to $49.06. It has been securing streaming rights from
television network owners in preparation for the
nationwide launch of a live online TV service this summer,
according to people familiar with the matter. ConsensusConsensusConsensusConsensus::::
12121212 Buys,Buys,Buys,Buys, 23232323 Holds,Holds,Holds,Holds, 0000 Sell,Sell,Sell,Sell, averageaverageaverageaverage TPTPTPTP $$$$53535353....37373737....



INDEX CHANGES (%) & EUROTOP 100 MOVERS (%)

COMPANY NEWS

Source: Bloomberg, BNP Paribas

FTSE Eurotop 100 (1-year chart)

Index % Chg YTD %

2,950.3 0.4% 4.5%

3,481.6 0.2% 5.8%

5,089.6 0.4% 4.7%

12,256.4 0.4% 6.8%

7,369.5 -0.1% 3.2%

AP MOLLER-B 4.2%

AP MOELLER-A 3.2%

STATOIL ASA 2.3%

ANGLO AMER PLC 2.3%

CONTINENTAL AG 1.6% -1.2%

FTSE 100 INDEX

Worst performersBest performers

BT GROUP PLC

-4.2%

-4.0%

-2.0%

-1.7%

PRUDENTIAL PLC

As of Mar, 30

DAIMLER AG

HENNES & MAURI-B

ASSOC BRIT FOODS

FTSE EUROTOP 100 INDEX

Euro Stoxx 50 Pr

CAC 40 INDEX

DAX INDEX

• NovartisNovartisNovartisNovartis (NOVN(NOVN(NOVN(NOVN VX,VX,VX,VX, Reduce,Reduce,Reduce,Reduce, TPTPTPTP CHFCHFCHFCHF73737373)))) rose 0.7% to
CHF75.05. The Swiss pharmaceutical giant has a new plan
to get more medicines to more people: tapping funds from
wealthy investors to build up health-care systems in low-
income countries. Novartis AG is in talks with banks to
create a fund for investors interested in opportunities that
have a social impact, Harald Nusser, the company’s head
of social business, said in an interview. Separately,
Novartis AG was ordered to give US prosecutors records
from about 80,000 events that the government says were
used to wine and dine doctors so they would prescribe the
company’s cardiovascular drugs. ConsensusConsensusConsensusConsensus:::: 15151515 Buys,Buys,Buys,Buys, 17171717
Holds,Holds,Holds,Holds, 3333 Sells,Sells,Sells,Sells, averageaverageaverageaverage TPTPTPTP CHFCHFCHFCHF79797979....61616161....

• BayerBayerBayerBayer (BAYN(BAYN(BAYN(BAYN GY,GY,GY,GY, Reduce,Reduce,Reduce,Reduce, TPTPTPTP €€€€103103103103)))) slid 0.1% to €106.80.
Monsanto CEO said the Bayer-Monsanto deal will be
finalized by year end, and the deal will make technology
in agriculture sector more affordable. He added that these
companies will invest combined $2.5bn per year in R&D
after merger, which is the amount Monsanto and Bayer
currently invest. The CEO believed that the next evolution
in agriculture technology will be an integration between
chemistry and biology. ConsensusConsensusConsensusConsensus:::: 15151515 Buy,Buy,Buy,Buy, 13131313 Holds,Holds,Holds,Holds, 2222
Sells,Sells,Sells,Sells, TPTPTPTP €€€€112112112112....78787878....

• DeutscheDeutscheDeutscheDeutsche BankBankBankBank (DBK(DBK(DBK(DBK GY,GY,GY,GY, Restricted)Restricted)Restricted)Restricted) fell 0.8% to €16.035.
A Deutsche Bank unit allowed “systematically flawed
practices” when handling controversial share deals
designed to seek double tax refunds on dividends,
according to a German court. The tax court in the state of

Hesse wrote that Deutsche Bank didn’t handle dividend
payments according to tax rules when acting as a
custodian on deals by Commerzbank. The judges also said
a decision from last year, which had said German
custodian banks generally had met their tax obligations,
may no longer be valid given the practices at Deutsche
Bank. ConsensusConsensusConsensusConsensus:::: 2222 Buy,Buy,Buy,Buy, 12121212 Holds,Holds,Holds,Holds, 14141414 Sells,Sells,Sells,Sells, TPTPTPTP
€€€€14141414....02020202....

• HennesHennesHennesHennes &&&& MauritzMauritzMauritzMauritz ABABABAB (HMB(HMB(HMB(HMB SS,SS,SS,SS, Reduce,Reduce,Reduce,Reduce, TPTPTPTP SEKSEKSEKSEK210210210210))))
tumbled 4% to SEK227.70 after the firm said price cuts
to clear inventory over the next three months may
exceed last year’s. The comment on a conference call
prompted a stock-price reversal after the retailer
earlier reported first-quarter earnings that beat
estimates. ConsensusConsensusConsensusConsensus:::: 16161616 Buys,Buys,Buys,Buys, 11111111 Holds,Holds,Holds,Holds, 11111111 Sells,Sells,Sells,Sells,
averageaverageaverageaverage TPTPTPTP SEKSEKSEKSEK257257257257....34343434....
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EARNINGS ANNOUCEMENT

n/a
Dividend ex-date for Zurich Insurance

TODAY'S FOCUSRO INDICATORS
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MACRO INDICATORS

Eurozone CPI, France CPI, Germany retail sales, Germany  
jobs data, UK GDP

Source: Bloomberg, BNP Paribas

EUROPEAN EQUITIES
European stocks rose, extending their longest winning

streak in two weeks, as miners and energy producers

climbed.

Inflation in Europe’s largest economy decelerated more

than forecast in March. Consumer-price growth in

Germany slowed to 1.5% from 2.2% the previous month,

marking the first weakening since August 2016.

Economists had forecast inflation of 1.9%.



INDEX CHANGES (%) & HSI MOVERS (%)

TODAY'S FOCUSRO INDICATORS
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• PetroChina Co Ltd (0857 HK, Hold, TP HKD5.7) reported
record-low profit of RMB7.86bn, down 78% YoY (FY15:
RMB35.7bn) missing consensus estimates by ~RMB1bn.
The disappointment came despite the firm’s effort in
trimming spending to RMB172.4bn, lower than its initial
target of RMB192bn. Revenue fell 6.3% to RMB1.62trn over
the same period. The firm issued a final dividend of
RMB0.038 / share, higher than the consensus estimate of
RMB0.025, according to Bloomberg. PetroChina also
announced its intention to raise spending to RMB191.3bn
this year, in line with its peers which reported last week
to boost CapEx by more than 40% in FY17. Market
Consensus: 14 Buys, 5 Holds, 3 Sells, Avg TP HKD7.15

• China Shenhua Energy Co (1088 HK, Hold, TP, HKD15) was
reported to be asked by the state-owned enterprise
regulator SASAC to discuss a possible merger with China
Datang Corp, according to Bloomberg. The merger, if
successful, will create an utility giant with an asset of
USD241bn. However, Datang Group announced that it has
received no related news and has no information to
disclose. Datang International Power Generation Co, the
group’s HK listed unit, closed 8% higher following the
report. Shenhua Group also denied of knowledge of
possible merger and will issue a statement should there
be any development.Market Consensus: 13 Buys, 5 Holds,
3 Sells, Avg TP HKD19.00

• China Mengniu Dairy Co (2319 HK, Hold, TP HKD16.5)
reported a net loss of RMB751mn in FY16 (FY15:
RMB2.4bn) Excluding Yashili, the firm’s baby milk powder
subsidiary, the firm net profit still fell 27.6% to RMB1.7bn
(FY15: RMB2.3bn). The poor performance was attributed
to “deterioration of operating performance” of Yashili , a
one-time sale of inventory raw milk powder and a
“significant loss” incurred by an associate company, said
the firm. Newly appointed chief executive Lu Minfang did
not expect Yashili to drag on Mengniu’s performance
going forward, and expects “a significant improvement in
Mengniu’s profits” in 2017. The chief executive said that
while the “competition among domestic dairy enterprises
remained fierce”, he believes general improvement in the
industry’s competitive landscape “with the cost structure
changing”. Market Consensus: 17 Buys, 8 Holds, 3 Sells,
Avg TP HKD16.58

COMPANY NEWS

Source: Bloomberg, BNPP Wealth Management

MACRO INDICATORS

Nikkei Hong Kong 
PMI (5 Apr) 

Caixin China PMI Mfg
( 5 Apr)

Earnings announcement

31 Mar: BOC, Yingde Gases Group 

Source: Bloomberg, BNPP Wealth Management

HK CHINA EQUITIES
China stocks continued its fourth day of decline, with

continued concerns over investors’ liquidity. SHCOMP

fell 1.0% to close 3,210. Coal plays bucked the trend on

M&A speculation after news over the potential

Shenhua-Datang merger. Hong Kong stocks fell with HSI

declining 0.4% yesterday to close 24,301, weighed down

by bearish sentiment in China.

China market will be closed next Monday and Tuesday

for Ching Ming Festival.

HSI INDEX (1-year chart)
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INDEX CHANGES (%) & NIKKEI 225 MOVERS (%)

TODAY'S FOCUSRO INDICATORS
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• TakedaTakedaTakedaTakeda PharmaceuticalPharmaceuticalPharmaceuticalPharmaceutical ((((4502450245024502 JP,JP,JP,JP, Hold,Hold,Hold,Hold, TPTPTPTP JPYJPYJPYJPY5555,,,,500500500500))))
Share price jumped 4% yesterday as a major bank raised
its rating and target price to reflect the company’s high
profit growth capability (expecting adj. operating profit
CAGR of 14% for the coming 5 years). The bank expected
the growth will be driven by Entyvio, Ninlaro, TakeCab,
Adcetris and Trintellix, all approved in 2012-15. In
addition, the bank believed effects of reforms pursued by
the CEO will materialize starting from 2017. ConsensusConsensusConsensusConsensus::::
4444 Buys,Buys,Buys,Buys, 11111111 Holds,Holds,Holds,Holds, 0000 Sells,Sells,Sells,Sells, TPTPTPTP JPYJPYJPYJPY5555,,,,677677677677....27272727....

• ToyotaToyotaToyotaToyota ((((7203720372037203 JP,JP,JP,JP, Buy,Buy,Buy,Buy, TPTPTPTP JPYJPYJPYJPY7600760076007600)))) Toyota Motor said it
was recalling a total of about 2.9m vehicles in Japan,
China, Europe and other regions including its Corolla Axio
sedan and RAV4 SUV crossover due to potentially faulty
airbags. The Japanese automaker said that the latest
recalls were part of a wider recall of airbags which use
inflators made by Takata ordered by global transport
authorities last year. The air bag inflators in question use
a chemical compound which can explode with excessive
force after prolonged exposure to hot conditions.
ConsensusConsensusConsensusConsensus:::: 10101010 Buy,Buy,Buy,Buy, 11111111 Holds,Holds,Holds,Holds, 2222 Sells,Sells,Sells,Sells, TPTPTPTP JPYJPYJPYJPY7777,,,,401401401401

• SamsungSamsungSamsungSamsung ElectronicsElectronicsElectronicsElectronics ((((005930005930005930005930 KS,KS,KS,KS, Buy,Buy,Buy,Buy, TPTPTPTP
KRWKRWKRWKRW2222,,,,400400400400,,,,000000000000)))) It revealed the latest flagship
smartphone. The Galaxy S8 comes in two sizes, a
standard 5.8-inchdisplay model and a Plus version with a
6.2-inch screen. Botha re larger than the iPhone 7 and
iPhone 7 Plus, the lineup's main competition until Apple
Inc. rolls out its 10th-anniversaryiPhone later this year. In
line with smartphone trends, Samsung's new devices
feature slimmer bezels alongside the display and are
curved on all four corners. Pre-orders will begin soon
after the unveiling, ahead of the S8's April 21release. It
comes in five colors: midnight black, maple gold, coral
blue, arctic silver and orchid gray. The S8 represents
Samsung's biggest prospect for a turnaround after the
Note 7 debacle last year. The bigger-sized smartphone
debuted to positive reviews, only to be killed off after
some units showed a tendency to catch fire and explode,
forcing the S. Korean manufacturer to yank the product
off shelves. The crisis cost the company more than $6
billion and its global lead in smartphone sales. Samsung
accounted for 17.8% of global smartphone sales in the last
three months of 2016, slightly less than Apple.
ConsensusConsensusConsensusConsensus:::: 41414141 Buy,Buy,Buy,Buy, 4444 Holds,Holds,Holds,Holds, 1111 Sell,Sell,Sell,Sell, TPTPTPTP KRWKRWKRWKRW2222,,,,447447447447,,,,486486486486

COMPANY NEWS

Source: Bloomberg, BNPP Wealth Management

MACRO INDICATORS

JP Jobless Rate
(31 Mar)

3%
(Prior)

JP Ind. Prod.
(31 Mar)

1.2%
(Sur.)

JP Mfg PMI
(3 Apr)

52.6
(Prior)

EARNINGS ANNOUCEMENT

-

Source: Bloomberg, BNPP Wealth Management

NEA EQUITIES
Shares in Tokyo fell as investors trimmed positions

ahead of the end of the fiscal year while waiting for key

US economic data to better gauge growth prospects

under Donald Trump. Utility shares led declines among

TOPIX industry groups, putting the benchmark gauge

back within 1% of wiping out its gains for 2017. TOPIX

has fallen three out of four sessions so far this week,

after Trump failed to push through with a bill to repeal

and replace his predecessor’s health-care law, keeping

stock bulls at bay.

NIKKEI 225 (1-year chart)
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INDEX CHANGES (%) & FTSE STRAITS TIMES INDEX MOVERS (%)

TODAY'S FOCUSRO INDICATORS
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• SingaporeSingaporeSingaporeSingapore ExchangeExchangeExchangeExchange LtdLtdLtdLtd (SGX(SGX(SGX(SGX SP,SP,SP,SP, Hold,Hold,Hold,Hold, TPTPTPTP SGDSGDSGDSGD 7777....80808080))))
with a market value of about US$5.9 billion, has been
weighing its options as rivals attempt to consolidate
across the industry. This includes the possibility of
possible tie-ups with overseas exchange operators.
Nonetheless, an outright sale would be complicated as
cross-border deals between exchange operators attract
intense scrutiny from regulators. SGX has not hired any
advisers and no formal decisions have been made about
how to proceed, the people said. It’s unclear if any talks
are currently active. Partnering with or acquiring a stake
in SGX would give a US or European exchange a stronger
footing in Asia as the fight for global capital escalates.
The average daily value of shares traded on SGX this
year was about US$847 million, up 11% from US$763
million in 2016, according to data compiled by
Bloomberg. Still, that’s down from US$1.12 billion a day
in 2013.... MarketMarketMarketMarket ConsensusConsensusConsensusConsensus 9999 Buys,Buys,Buys,Buys, 8888 Holds,Holds,Holds,Holds, 1111 SellsSellsSellsSells....
AvgAvgAvgAvg TPTPTPTP SGDSGDSGDSGD 7777....89898989....

• SingaporeSingaporeSingaporeSingapore PropertyPropertyPropertyProperty SectorSectorSectorSector Frasers Hospitality Group
mentioned yesterday that it will be expanding its global
presence with eight new properties within the Middle
East and Africa. The new properties will increase the
group's footprint to more than 1,500 units in the two
regions. The first of the eight properties will open in the
next few weeks - the 396-unit Fraser Suites West Bay,
Doha. This will be the group's second operating property
in Qatar and its fifth in the Middle East. The hospitality
division of Frasers Centrepoint also revealed that it will
enter the Saudi Arabian market for the first time, with
properties slated to open in Jeddah, Khobar and Riyadh.
The group also mentioned that they have plans to enter
in Nigeria and the Republic of Congo. This will mark the
group's first entry into Africa.

COMPANY NEWS

Source: Bloomberg, BNPP Wealth Management

MACRO INDICATORS

Malaysia 
Money Supply 

M3 YoY

4.4%
(Prior)

Thailand
Trade 
Balance

$1891m
(Prior)

Indonesia 
Money Supply 

M1 YoY

9.7%
(Prior)

Indonesia 
Money 

Supply M2 
YoY

9.7%
(Prior)

EARNINGS ANNOUCEMENT

-

Source: Bloomberg, BNPP Wealth Management

SEA EQUITIES
Singapore equities finished lower yesterday

(-0.4%) along with weak Wall Street

performance. Prior to the weak performance

Singapore STI index had risen 58 points on

Tuesday and Wednesday reaching a 19-

month high. Top performers include

Sembcorp Marine(+2.4%), Golden

Agri(+1.3%), and Hutchison Port

Holdings(+1.2%).

FSSTI INDEX (1-year chart)
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DATE ZONE EVENT DATE ZONE EVENT

28-Mar   

3-Apr
UK Nationwide House PX MoM 3-Apr Japan Tankan Large All Industry

28-Mar   

3-Apr
UK Nationwide House PX NSA YoY 3-Apr Japan Tankan Large Mfg Outlook

31-Mar Japan Industrial Production MoM 3-Apr Japan Tankan Large Non-Mfg Industry

31-Mar Japan Jobless Rate 3-Apr Japan Tankan Large Non-Mfg Outlook

31-Mar UK GDP QoQ 3-Apr US Construction Spending MoM

31-Mar UK GDP YoY 4-Apr US Durable Goods Orders

31-Mar France CPI YoY 4-Apr US Factory Orders

31-Mar US U. of Mich. Sentiment 4-Apr US Trade Balance

31-Mar Japan Tokyo CPI Ex-Fresh Food 5-Apr US MBA Mortgage Applications

31-Mar Germany Unemployment Change 5-Apr US ADP Employment Change

31-Mar Japan Job-To-Applicant Ratio 6-Apr US Initial Jobless Claims

31-Mar US Personal Income 6-Apr Germany Factory Orders MoM

31-Mar US Personal Spending 7-Apr US Change in Nonfarm Payrolls

31-Mar Japan Natl CPI YoY 7-Apr France Industrial Production MoM

31-Mar US Chicago Purchasing Manager 7-Apr Germany Industrial Production SA MoM

3-Apr US ISM Manufacturing 7-Apr UK Industrial Production MoM

3-Apr Japan Nikkei Japan PMI Mfg 7-Apr US Unemployment Rate

3-Apr France Markit France Manufacturing 7-Apr France Industrial Production YoY 

3-Apr Germany Markit/BME Germany Manufacturing 7-Apr UK Manufacturing Production MoM

3-Apr Eurozone Markit Eurozone Manufacturing 7-Apr US Wholesale Inventories MoM

3-Apr UK Markit UK PMI Manufacturing 10-Apr Japan BoP Current Account Balance

3-Apr US Markit US Manufacturing 11-Apr Germany ZEW Survey Expectations

3-Apr Japan Tankan Large Mfg Index 11-Apr Germany ZEW Survey Current Situation

3-Apr UK Nationwide House Px NSA YoY 11-Apr Uk CPI YoY 
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